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21st Century populism: the case of Latin America: Many are now trying to understand the Political Economy of
populism.* Recent election results in the U.S. UK and parts of Europe caught many by surprise. As it happens Latin
America has a rich history of populism, dating back a full Century and especially since the 1930s (Mexico nationalized
Standard Oil in 1938, the Peron’s came to power in Argentina in the late 1940s, Evita died in 1953. Chile and Peru
experimented with populism during the 1970s and 1980s. The turn of the century saw the reemergence of left populism
documented in South of the Border (see clips, no need to watch the entire documentary). “More recently political
economy issues that emphasize the ethnic divide between Europeans and mestizos and indigenous and nonindigenous
populations have been added to the new wave of populist topics in contemporary Latin America” (by A&L Chapter 6
page 147). *Interested in a Winter research project on this topic? Let me know…
Instructions: HW #1 Please submit answers to LDQ 1.1 to1.3 on Blackboard by Friday September 15th using this word
file. Not the questions are in blue (you can make the font any color you want) but be sure to type your answer in a
different font (color, bold whatever). See the example for 1.1 A) below, you can add more (quotes/page numbers and
even pictures of Figures/Table welcome). Suggestions: Delete the Tables and Figures you do not reference before you
submit your answers, leave the references, add references in any author, date google scholar format, only if you cite them
(leave the references list on your answers)
LDQ 1.1 Ethno-populism: In South of the Border film clips, Oliver Stone presents Cristina Fernández Chavez, Correa
and Morales as a new generation of Latin American leaders representing previously excluded ethnic groups. and with a
common animosity to the United States which has long intervened in the region, first to stop the spread of communism
and more recently to stop the flow of drugs. A) What do these leaders have in common (which Stone also appreciates)?
Oliver Stone admires the willingness of Hugo Chavez and other leaders to defy the U.S. and IMF, to ignore the
Washington Consensus, to nationalize instead to privatize, to make their own domestics policies targeting and
protecting excluded groups (Mestizos). He feels their governments are misrepresented by mainstream media in the
U.S. (Fox News for example). He admires Correa for closing a U.S. military base, and agrees with Nestor Kirchner
and Chavez who argue the U.S. is after Latin America’s resources… What about Lula? What languages do Morales
and Correa speak? Why does this matter? B) Writing section 6,4 eight years later 6.4 A&L have mainly nice things to say
about Bolivia and Ecuador. Give some examples. Are Morales and Correa still in power? Is this good or bad? Explain.
C) The most threatening ethno-populist movements seem to be outside Latin America, in the U.S. and some EU countries
(the UK with Brexit, Hungary and Poland, but not France, the Netherlands, Italy or Germany…). In a recent BPEA paper
(just read the abstract) Algan, et al. 2017 argue what leads to voters to support anti-immigrant (Trump voters are
vulnerable, but not necessarily unemployed). Given these findings, what can be done to counter ethno populist movements
(hint: France, the Netherlands, Germany, Italy…).

LDQ 1.2: Middle class students making trouble? Nancy Birdsall, 2012 and text authors Beatriz Armendáriz (Mexico)
& Felipe Larraín (Chile) welcome Latin America’s rising middle class as a sign of prosperity, but fear rising expectations
destabilize Latin American (students lead uprisings in Mexico, Venezuela and most recently Chile…see page 158). A)
Using Chile as an example, who demand’s increased access to lower costs Colleges? Why does this demand arise in a
more successful economy like Chile’s? Democratic Socialist President Michelle Bachelet attempted to deliver on
promises for education reform, but what happened? B) Drake, 2012 claims Chile has been immune to populist leaders,
but A&L Chapter 6 disagree hinting that Chile had two, one installed to fix the other (See the Commanding Heights video
on the Chicago boys). Chile had a left then a right populist leader) who were they? How they change Chile’s democratic
institutions (see next part). C) List the Presidents of Chile since 2000 (Current President Michelle Bachelet served 8
years, shown in the photo below with the infamous Augusto Pinochet). Bachelet’s 2nd term ends this year, how long was
Pinochet President (dictator?). Why is Bachelet unlikely to win re-election this November 22nd? Many left populist
leaders retired for similar reasons, how have Bolivia and Venezuela avoided this rotation?

LDQ 1.3: Populism’s soft landing compared to your case study country: Latin America latest experiment with left
populist and social democratic government is winding down but not in flames (except Venezuela the justifies the worst).
(A) Discuss the “three speed” Latin America Sebastian Edwards predicted in 2010, growth has slowed, but only a few
countries have become stuck with one regime or another (apart from Venezuela and Cuban, now in a different category,
Bolivia and Nicaragua have the same leaders, but seem to have voted for them). (B) Edwards and Dornbusch argue
“Macroeconomic Populist” experiments always crash and burn with high inflation and fueled by large budget and trade
deficits. So far this only describes Venezuela. Viewing Bloomberg’s budget deficit forecasts, Chile looks headed for a
fall, but these are just projections, and recently copper jumped up 40% from last year… ). (C) Choose one of the leftist
countries from Table 1 and one of the four from section 6.4 of the Text (Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia) plot their poverty
rates, GDP growth rates and average inflation from 2000-04, 2005-08, 2009-13, 20014-17 (including IMF or WB
projections for macro variables).

Figure 1 LatAm Presidents 1980 and 2010

Source: Not sure Nora Lustig sent me this photo: EC find this picture on google…

Readings, excerpts: Middle class University students causing trouble?

A&L, 2017 Chapter 6 page 158:
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Notes and Sources: Historically populism from the right and left one reason Latin American fell behind Asia and North
America. Oliver Stone gives us a quick if quirky 2009 tour of eight Latin America’s “new left” leaders, one of whom is
old left. Latin American populism has two problems, on economic and one political. Macro-Populist booms and
redistribution turns out to be temporary (what Sebastian Edwards, 2010 calls the “false promise” of populism…).
Politically, left populism it is all too permanent. Readings: Birdsall, Lustig and McLeod (2013) page 8-12 Declining Inequality
in Latin America: Some Economics, Some Politics, Center for Global Development working paper #251. Also read our email
exchange with Cynthia Arnson discussing the difference between left populist and social democratic. See also this recent column
discussing populism in Europe (using the same political definition, not economic). Birdsall, Lustig and McLeod, 2012 Table

(pages 8-12 only) classify leaders we meet in South of the Border (SB) “left populists” and social democrats, using the
political definition we borrow from Cynthia Arnsen are still in power (literally or via surrogate)? You can get most of
this answer from the updated version of Table 1C online here (let me know if you need a pdf version…) Feel free to
correct or update this spreadsheet and email it back to me, it is a work in progress (as you can see). Does the persistence
of Left Populists in Bolivia and Ecuador illustrate the political hazard of left populism, now evident in Cuba and
Venezuela? Latin America is not alone, see the problem with populism by Cas Mudde

